FRESHMEN PRESIDENT FAILS TO APPEAR IN GRAND MARCH

By Casahova Jones

Jack Hopkins, Freshman President, and the Freshmen, the affair was generally

been caused around the main entrance,

air heavy. Freshmen were rushing
to the hotel to lead the grand march.

started, all interest centered around
Rice Hotel.

FRESHMEN PRESIDENT

Marred only by a few little things

made it hard to do very much gliding;

time, with the Advent of Thanksgiving day,

terms of the rules of competition

that no man can be scored more than

words in length, that a pendulum

900, and that this pendulum was

small, and that only members of the Freshmen and Sophomore classes

elitely to compete.

be exhibited, by Dean John C. Tisdale.

Many plans have been made for the

theatre of Rice's Alumni, who
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The Thresher regrets that Manager Morton of the Rice hotel has issued
accusations against the student body of a class that cannot fail to
result in unfavorable impressions not
serving the nature of Rice dances.

The students who attended the freshman dance were immensely
hurt the next afternoon that it had been
begun the previous 25 years of Mr. Morton's hotel service.

The truth of the matter is that the hotel is an even
more successful method of choosing the people who are
about the freshman dance. Mr. Morton
announced the presence of the city, featuring
forty or more of the famous characters. He declined that a dinner
be made in advance to keep out
these uninvited guests; and second,
Mr. Morton's charges, as they appear-
other was drunkenness responsi-
and the ease against the Rice student
have been admitted without question, on
the hotel but to the girls and ladies
of the hotel—for the small sum of 25c.

Two things are regrettable about the
the hotel this condition was
the Commons this condition was
the floor of the hotel ex-
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SPANISH CLUB CHOOSES NAME

The name "La Tertulia" was given to the newly organized chapter of the Spanish Club at a meeting Tuesday evening at the home of Miss and Mrs. L. G. King, 4104 Vermont street. Dr. Clay G. Ginn gave an account of the life of Cervantes, stressing especially the extremely comical air of Haran. The club is comprised of members of the most advanced class of the Spanish course. All members are copies in such that no one is present.

B.S.L.S.
Miss Marie Scherwood gave an account of the Spanish dances performed in Spanish at Campanile.

Caffel of Beaumont.

Branch Cable, Booth Tarkington, Sin 28, at the home of Miss Andre Falli, 2905 Main Street. Dr. Heard will bring a collection of pictures which will be on view to the public.

Mr. W. M. Crofton, '22, is studying at the Institute for several days. The presidents of the choirs of Houston are in attendance. President Hibbens have many friends here, many whom they met when President Hibb's were last here, some half dozen years ago. At this time President Hibben made a striking address in the Auditorium is the impression of Professor Hibben. Professor Hibben is a humble, persuasive speaker and his sentences will be the only performance of the morning.

CAMPANE DANCE FOR RICE ALUMNI

Business Manager W. M. Allen of the Campus is in connection with a well known orchestra, which will be in Houston about the 29th, to play for the Homecoming Dance which the Campus is organizing to honor the Thanksgiving Home of the Alumni of Rice Institute.

H. J. Chamber was a visitor in the student's dining room.

Miss Edna Hagen had a surprise for the students Friday afternoon, Miss Thomas Caffall of Beaumont.

WHITMAN'S CANDIES

During this Sale Store Will Open at 9 A. M. and Close at 7 P. M.
Letting one-tenth and fought some millions of years. I saw the model, in there, you would, in order to make me be-gone by, you would have to convince me that it is something more than and one's self of a good living.

Few places in the world to exercise their talents save in universities, to deprive the world of a good man, most astute men can find creating a certain kind of noise; and forefathers hanging by their tails in disgust when I was a junior, I winked and must live on ridiculous nonsense, an education is valuable for, in the first place, I do not see the same instructor with the forefathers hanging by their tails in disgust when I was a junior, I winked.

What's in a name? Very much in the little green street car to apply mathematics, say (that makes the matter much alike."—Chaparral.

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE NOW AT WORK

The Vigilance Committee has gone very much decently according to the by-laws of its activities appearing on the Campus. A new plan has been adopted—freshmen who break rules will be punished by having to perform daily menial tasks in public.

On Monday, Elmo Lewis was seen apparently bending below us in the cloisters for not wearing his slim. Two Silos were acquitted on other charges that were rather a good cause.

Rice Ball was entitled Wednesday say on the double offenss of not wearing a Silo name and walking on the grass. A double punishment was given.

"Always the Best at Fair Price"

Youth Preston 4650 If you want the longest wear- ing and best looking winter Oxford in Houston, try

THE LUMBERMANS NATIONAL BANK HOUSTON, TEXAS

The Lumbermans National Bank of Houston, Texas, Capital, Surplus and Profits Over One Million Dollars

M. H. HANSON, President

206 Main Street

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL BANK

The world has no use for a man without money than you have for a lantern without oil. Both are worthless when most wanted.